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Exploring al-Azd Tribal Identity BRILL

In this book the author pursues some of
the ideas first set forth in his
controversial Introduction to the Other
History (1984, in Arabic) in a ground-
breaking study of the ways in which the
relations between Arabs and non-Arabs
developed during the first centuries of
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Islam. Arabs and Others in Early Islam
argues that with the rise of the Arab
empire in the seventh century,
paradigms of Arab or Islamic identity did
not yet exist in their classical forms. In
the course of arguing this thesis,
Bashear also offers important insights on
the social and cultural history of early
Islam, including changing attitudes
toward bedouins, non-Arabs, and non-
Muslims, the notion of Arabia as the Arab
homeland, and apocalyptic insecurities. -
- Publisher description.
`Alī and Mu`āwiya in early Arabic
tradition Edinburgh Studies in Classical
The story of the succession to the
Prophet Muhammad and the rise of the
Rashidun Caliphate (632-661) is familiar
to historians from the political histories
of medieval Islam, which treat it as a

factual account. The story also informs
the competing perspectives of Sunni and
Shi'i Islam, which read into it the
legitimacy of their claims. Yet while
descriptive and varied, these approaches
have long excluded a third reading,
which views the conflict over the
succession to the Prophet as a parable.
From this vantage point, the motives,
sayings, and actions of the protagonists
reveal profound links to previous texts,
not to mention a surprising irony
regarding political and religious issues.
In a controversial break from previous
historiography, Tayeb El-Hibri privileges
the literary and artistic triumphs of the
medieval Islamic chronicles and maps
the origins of Islamic political and
religious orthodoxy. Considering the
patterns and themes of these unified
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narratives, including the problem of
measuring personal qualification
according to religious merit, nobility, and
skills in government, El-Hibri offers an
insightful critique of both early and
contemporary Islam and the concerns of
legitimacy shadowing various rulers. In
building an argument for reading the
texts as parabolic commentary, he also
highlights the Islamic reinterpretation of
biblical traditions, both by Qur'anic
exegesis and historical composition.
The Islamic Scholarly Tradition
Routledge
The Early Arabic Historical TraditionA
Source-critical StudyThe Early Arabic
Historical TraditionA Source-Critical
StudyThe Arabic Historical Tradition &
the Early Islamic ConquestsFolklore,
Tribal Lore, Holy WarRoutledge

Studies on the Genesis and Growth of
Islamic Historical Writing Until the End of
the Ninth Century Bloomsbury Publishing
The last decades have witnessed a major
resurgence of interest in the Arabic
grammatical tradition. Many of the
issues on which previous scholarship
focused - for example, foreign influences
on the beginnings of grammatical
activity, and the existence of
grammatical "schools" - have been
revisited, and new areas of research
have been opened up, particularly in
relation to terminology, the analytical
methods of the grammarians, and the
interrelatedness between grammar and
other fields such as the study of the
Qur'an, exegesis and logic. As a result,
not only has the centrality of the Arabic
grammatical tradition to Arab culture as
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a whole become an established fact, but
also the fields of general and historical
linguistics have finally come to realize
the importance of Arabic grammar as
one of the major linguistic traditions of
the world. The sixteen studies included
in this volume have been chosen to
highlight the themes which occupy
modern scholarship and the problems
which face it; while the introductory
essay analyses these themes within the
wider context of early Islamic activity in
philology as well as related areas of
religious studies and philosophy.
History of the Arabic Written Tradition
Supplement Volume 3 - i Oxford
University Press
Patricia Crone reassesses one of the
most widely accepted dogmas in
contemporary accounts of the

beginnings of Islam: the supposition that
Mecca was a trading center. In addition,
she seeks to elucidate sources on which
we should reconstruct our picture of the
birth of the new religion in Arabia.
Classic Essays on Islam's Holy Book
University Rochester Press
A universal history from the Creation
until the end of the reign of Abbasid
caliph al-Muti in 974, in large part a list
of prophets and kings, leavened with
stories derived from written sources,
myths, scripture, and the personal
thoughts and reflections of the author on
the many religious traditions and
practices of mankind.
Studies on the Genesis and Growth of
Islamic Historical Writing Until the End Af
[sic] the Ninth Century Cambridge
University Press
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In Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya and the Divine
Attributes Miriam Ovadia offers a
thorough study of his
voluminous–theological work on
anthropomorphism, al-Ṣawāʿiq al-
Mursala (written ca. 1350), in which he
rationalistically systemized the
hermeneutics of his renowned mentor
Ibn Taymiyya.
Writing African History BRILL
In Arabic Oration: Art and Function,
Tahera Qutbuddin presents a
comprehensive theory of this
foundational prose genre, analysing its
oral aesthetics and its political, military,
and religious functions in early Islamic
civilization, tracing its echoes in Muslim
public address today.
ʼAl ̇i and Muʼȧwiya in Early Arabic
Tradition The Early Arabic Historical

TraditionA Source-critical StudyThe Early
Arabic Historical TraditionA Source-
Critical StudyThe Arabic Historical
Tradition & the Early Islamic
ConquestsFolklore, Tribal Lore, Holy War
Surrounded on all sides by hostile
nations and peoples, Islam began life as
a religion in a wary manner. This
collection begins and ends with war and
considers the uneasy relationship
between the Arabs and the Byzantine
civilization from which they learned a
great deal during uneasy periods of
peace.
ʻAlī and Muʻāwiya in early Arabic
tradition Darwin Press, Incorporated
Examining a single broad tribal identity -
al-Azd - from the immediate pre-Islamic
period into the early Abbasid era, this
book notes the ways it was continually
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refashioned over that time. It explores
the ways in which the rise of the early
Islamic empire influenced the peoples of
the Arabian Peninsula who became a
core part of it, and examines the
connections between the kinship
societies and the developing state of the
early caliphate. This helps us to
understand how what are often called
'tribal' forms of social organisation
identity conditioned its growth and
helped shape what became its common
elite culture.Studying the relationship
between tribe and state during the first
two centuries of the caliphate, author
Brian Ulrich's focus is on understanding
the survival and transformation of tribal
identity until it became part of the
literate high culture of the Abbasid
caliphate and a component of a larger

Arab ethnic identity. He argues that,
from pre-Islamic Arabia to the caliphate,
greater continuity existed between tribal
identity and social practice than is
generally portrayed.
The Beginnings of Islamic Historical
Writing Acls History E-Book Project
Who are the Arabs? When did people
begin calling themselves Arabs? And
what was the Arabs' role in the rise of
Islam? Investigating these core
questions about Arab identity and
history by marshalling the widest array
of Arabic sources employed hitherto, and
by closely interpreting the evidence with
theories of identity and ethnicity,
Imagining the Arabs proposes new
answers to the riddle of Arab origins and
fundamental reinterpretations of early
Islamic history. This book reveals that
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the time-honoured stereotypes which
depict Arabs as ancient Arabian Bedouin
are entirely misleading because the
essence of Arab identity was in fact
devised by Muslims during the first
centuries of Islam. Arab identity
emerged and evolved as groups
imagined new notions of community to
suit the radically changing
circumstances of life in the early
Caliphate. The idea of 'the Arab' was a
device which Muslims utilised to
articulate their communal identity, to
negotiate post-Conquest power relations,
and to explain the rise of Islam. Over
Islam's first four centuries, political
elites, genealogists, poetry collectors,
historians and grammarians all
participated in a vibrant process of
imagining and re-imagining Arab identity

and history, and the sum of their works
established a powerful tradition that
influences Middle Eastern communities
to the present day.
The Kharijites in Early Islamic Historical
Tradition BRILL
Bringing together the expansive
scholarly expertise of former students of
Professor Michael Allan Cook, this
volume contains highly original articles
in Islamic history, law, and thought. The
contributions range from studies in the
pre-Islamic calendar, to the "blood-
money group" in Islamic law, to
transformations in Arabic logic.
A Source-critical Study JSAI
The present English translation
reproduces the original German of Carl
Brockelmann’s Geschichte der
Arabischen Litteratur (GAL) as accurately
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as possible. In the interest of user-
friendliness the following emendations
have been made in the translation:
Personal names are written out in full,
except b. for ibn; Brockelmann’s
transliteration of Arabic has been
adapted to comply with modern
standards for English-language
publications; modern English equivalents
are given for place names, e.g.
Damascus, Cairo, Jerusalem, etc.;
several erroneous dates have been
corrected, and the page references to
the two German editions have been
retained in the margin, except in the
Supplement volumes, where new
references to the first two English
volumes have been inserted.
Narratives of Islamic Origins Princeton
University Press

A survey of an entire tradition of
historical thought and writing across a
span of eight hundred years.
The Arabic Historical Tradition & the
Early Islamic Conquests Routledge
Medieval Arabic Historiography is
concerned with social contexts and
narrative structures of pre-modern
Islamic historiography written in Arabic
in seventh and thirteenth-century Syria
and Eygpt. Taking up recent theoretical
reflections on historical writing in the
European Middle Ages, this extraordinary
study combines approaches drawn from
social sciences and literary studies, with
a particular focus on two well-known
texts: Abu Shama’s The Book of the Two
Gardens, and Ibn Wasil’s The Dissipater
of Anxieties. These texts describe events
during the life of the sultans Nur-al-Din
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and Salah al-Din, who are primarily
known in modern times as the
champions of the anti-Crusade
movement. Hirschler shows that these
two authors were active interpreters of
their society and has considerable room
for manoeuvre in both their social
environment and the shaping of their
texts. Through the use of a fresh and
original theoretical approach to pre-
modern Arabic historiography, Hirschler
presents a new understanding of these
texts which have before been relatively
neglected, thus providing a significant
contribution to the burgeoning field of
historiographical studies.
Arab-Byzantine Relations in Early Islamic
Times Columbia University Press
NALI By Esther Henry In an era of
darkness, mystery, tropical jungles and

cannibalism, Nali tries to buck the
ancient traditions, only to find herself
deeply entrenched in them. As a young
girl full of dreams, she is given to a tribal
elder in marriage and quickly learns that
her girlhood dreams could be shattered
overnight. The rain forest held a secret
refuge that only Nali knew, where she
took her dreams and her delusions. Will
she be forced to succumb to a
subservient role the rest of her life, or
can she overcome the hopelessness that
comes with isolation, ignorance and
tradition? Deep in the heart of New
Guinea lies the village of Mendoka,
beautifully camouflaged from the rest of
the world. Although the village has yet to
be discovered, the outside world would
soon have an influence on their lives. An
interruption to their peaceful simplicity
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would both terrify them and cause them
to search for answers. Readers will be
able to follow the lives of those who lived
in a much simpler time and become
immersed in the culture that controlled
their everyday existence.
ʻAlī and Muʻāwiya in Early Arabic
Tradition BRILL
"Historians have traced the traditions of
Islamic scholarship back to late
antiquity. Muslim scholars were at work
as early as 750 CE/AD, painstakingly
copying their commentaries and legal
opinions onto scrolls and codices. This
venerable tradition embraced the
modern printing press relatively late-
movable type was adopted in the Middle
East only in the early nineteenth
century. Islamic scholars, however,
initially kept their distance from the new

technology, and it was not until the end
of the nineteenth century that the first
published editions of works of classical
religious scholarship began to appear in
print. As the culture of print took root,
both popular and scholarly
understandings of the Islamic tradition
shifted. Particular religious works were
soon read precisely because they were
available in printed, published editions.
Other equally erudite works still in scroll
and manuscript form, by contrast,
languished in the obscurity of
manuscript repositories. The people who
selected, edited, and published the new
print books on and about Islam exerted a
huge influence on the resulting literary
tradition. These unheralded editors
determined, essentially, what came to
be understood by the early twentieth
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century as the classical written "canon"
of Islamic thought. Collectively, this
relatively small group of editors who
brought Islamic literature into print
crucially shaped how Muslim
intellectuals, the Muslim public, and
various Islamist movements understood
the Islamic intellectual tradition. In this
book Ahmed El Shamsy recounts this sea
change, focusing on the Islamic literary
culture of Cairo, a hot spot of the infant
publishing industry, from the late
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. As
El Shamsy argues, the aforementioned
editors included some of the greatest
minds in the Muslim world and shared an
ambitious intellectual agenda of revival,
reform, and identity formation. This book
tells the stories of the most
consequential of these editors as well as

their relations and intellectual
exchanges with the European
orientalists who also contributed to the
new Islamic print culture"--
Parable and Politics in Early Islamic
History Yale University Press
This volume rejects the notion that
Islam's sacred text is error free and
cannot be critically evaluated. The study
of the Koran must develop and mature.
Scholars of Islam are of course familiar
with the book's many errors and
contradictions, but these inherent flaws
have rarely been revealed to a wider
public. The Origins of the Koran is an
attempt to remedy this deficiency by
bringing together classic critical essays
which raise key issues surrounding
Islam's holy book.Divided into four parts,
this important anthology begins with
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Theodor Nöldeke's first truly scientific
study of the Koran. Part Two focuses on
the difficulty of establishing a reliable
Koranic text, while Part Three examines
the Jewish, Christian, and Zoroastrian
sources of Muhammad's revelation. Part
Four is a consideration of the
controversial interpretations of
contemporary scholar John Wansbrough,
who questions the historical reliability of
the earliest Islamic sources.This superb
collection, which includes additional
selections from Leone Caetani, Arthur
Jeffery, David Margoliouth, Andrew
Rippin, C.C. Torrey, and more, will prove

indispensable to scholars and all those
interested in the textual underpinning of
one of the fastest growing religions in
the world.Ibn Warraq is the highly
acclaimed author of Why I Am Not a
Muslim and Defending the West. He is
also the editor of The Origins of the
Koran, What the Koran Really Says,
Leaving Islam, The Quest for the
Historical Muhammad, and Which Koran'.
The Rashidun Caliphs Gorgias Press
A comprehensive evaluation of how to
read African history.
Medieval Arabic Historiography
Cambridge University Press
Egypt.
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